The aim of digital geolinguistic systems is to encourage the integration of different competencies by stimulating the cooperation between linguists, historians, archaeologists, and ethnographers. These systems explore the relationship between language and cultural adaptation and change and they can be used as instructional tools, presenting complex data and relationships in a way accessible to all educational levels.
regional areas. Dialectometry mainly concentrates on the regional distribution of dialect similarities, which can be labeled according to a more or less slight variance of dialect between bordering locations.
Traditional studies in dialectology were generally aimed at producing dialect maps, whereby imaginary lines were drawn over a map to indicate different dialect areas. Since the end of the XIX century, 1 linguists have produced extensive cartographic work, most notably in the form of linguistic atlases [25] . Manuel Alvar López, one of the most important dialectologist of Spain, presented in [5] an automated linguistic atlas which highlighted the advantages of a computerized versus manually drawn and reproduced atlas; the database developed for this atlas facilitated mapping on-demand and preparation of indices used in the interpretation of linguistic atlases.
In the last thirty years, modern Geographic Information System (GIS) have provided efficient analysis of spatial data in many fields. "Geolinguistics is an interdisciplinary field that incorporates language maps depicting spatial patterns of language location or the results of processes that lead to language change" [21] . The synergy between geography and linguistics is well-outlined by Breton, who described the process through which a geographic thought becomes a tool for linguists [10] :
In analyzing the distribution in space and in society of the facts of language, the linguist employs the methods of geography, cartography and the establishment of correlations and causalities between spatial phenomena.
In this context, the linguistic atlas has proved to be a vital tool and product of geolinguistics since the earliest stages of the field, and it has provided a stage for the incorporation of modern GIS.
In the last two decades, several large-scale databases of linguistic material of various types have been developed worldwide. The World Atlas of Languages Structures (WALS) [19] is one of the largest projects, with 160 maps showing the geographical distribution of structural linguistic features, 2 and it is the first linguistic feature atlas on a world-wide scale. The study of dialectal heritage is the goal of many research groups in Europe as well. The aim of the EU-sponsored Common Language Resources and Technology Infrastructure project (CLARIN, [27] ) is to create an infrastructure which makes language resources (annotated recordings, texts, lexica, ontologies) and technology (speech recognisers, lemmatisers, parsers, summarisers, information extractors) available and readily usable to scholars of all disciplines. The Edisyn Project [24] is a project on dialect syntax funded by the European Science Foundation, the goal of which is to establish a European network of researchers using similar standards with respect to methodology of data collection, data storage and annotation, data retrieval and cartography.
The heterogeneity of linguistic projects has been recognized as a key problem limiting the reusability of linguistic tools and data collections [12] . The rate of re-use for linguistic database technology together with related processing tools and environments is still too low. A relevant example of how heterogeneity negatively affects the re-use and integration of data is represented by the Edisyn search engine -the aim of which was to make different dialectal databases comparable -which "in practice has proven to be unfeaseable". 3 In order to find common ground where linguistic material can be shared and re-used, the methodological and technological boundaries existing in each research linguistic project needs to be overcome.
The research direction we pursue in this work is to move the focus from the systems handling the linguistic data to the data themselves. To this end, the Linked Open Data (LOD) paradigm [20] represents the most natural choice, because it eases interoperability between different systems by allowing the definition of datadriven models and applications. LOD is based on the definition of real-world objects, identified by means of a dereferenceable Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) 4 . Objects are related to one another by means of typed links. Interoperability is achieved by a unifying data model (i.e. Resource Description Framework (RDF) 5 ), a standardized data access mechanism (i.e. HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP)), hyperlink-based data discovery (i.e. URI), and self-descriptive data (based on shared open vocabularies from different namespace) [20] .
Building on LOD methodologies and technologies, we present:
• an extensible Ontology Web Language (OWL)-based model for describing geolinguistics resources, the purpose of which is to enable interoperability at a data-level by overcoming the single collection characteristics;
• the ASIt linguistic project which is based on microvariations of Italo-Romance dialects; we report on the design of the conceptual and logical model of the database;
• the mapping between the ASIt model and the newly defined geolinguistics OWL-based model along with the curated linguistic linked open dataset generated from the original ASIt database;
• a geolinguistic Web application that provides functionalities for accessing, browsing, searching the data by means of linguistic features, and visualizing the data on dynamically generated maps.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the LOD principles and technologies and describes current linguistic projects. In Section 3, we define the ontology for representing geolinguistic resources and we describe its realization using OWL. Section 4 describes the ASIt enterprise and reports on the rules for mapping the ASIt conceptual model into the newly defined ontology; Section 5 presents the architecture of the ASIt system composed by the linguistic layer and the RDF layer. The publicly available linked open dataset is presented in Section 6 and the Web application to access it is described in Section 7. Finally, Section 8 draws some conclusions and discusses future work.
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Background

Linguistic Resources
Language resources that have been made publicly available can vary in the richness of the information they contain: on the one hand, a corpus typically contains at least a sequence of words, sounds or tags; on the other hand, a corpus may contain a large amount of information about the syntactic structure, morphology, prosody and semantic content of every sentence, plus annotations of discourse relations or dialogue acts [9] . However, the quality of such corpora may have been reduced by the intense, and often poorly controlled, usage of automatic learning algorithms [28] . Depending on the type of analysis a researcher performs, linguistic datasets created by an automatic Part-of-Speech (PoS) tagger can be either helpful or useless. For example, PoS annotations are very important for performing shallow linguistic analyses on large corpora, while they are not suitable for capturing fine-grained grammatical differences. Indeed, when comparing various dialectal translations of the same sentence, even an accuracy of 98% of the best automatic PoS tagger is not sufficient to pin down these subtle asymmetries. This specificity can only be achieved manually [3] .
Tagging is one of the necessary steps required to prepare a linguistic resource [22] , and it requires human intervention to achieve the highest quality necessary for re-usable linguistic data. Curated databases 6 [11] are a possible solution for designing, controlling and maintaining collections that are consistent, integral and high quality. To this end, Bird et al. [9] discuss three important points about the design and distribution of language resources:
• How do we design a new language resource and ensure that its coverage, balance and documentation support a wide range of uses?
• When existing data is in the wrong format for some analysis tool, how can we convert it into a suitable format?
• What is a good way to document the existence of a resource we have created so that others can easily find it?
We address these issues by adopting an approach based on the LOD paradigm with the aim of enabling interoperability at a data-level.
Linguistic Projects
Current linguistic projects are usually general collections of language resources. They often provide interoperability at a system level by harvesting linguistic data from different sources. The Open Language Archives Community (OLAC), 7 which recently celebrated its first 10 years of activity, is a worldwide network dedicated to collecting information on language resources (field notes, grammars, audio/video recording, descriptive papers, and so on) and developing standard protocols for interoperability. GOLD 8 was the first ontology to be designed specifically for linguistic description on the Semantic Web [17] . It proposes a solution to the lack of interoperability between linguistic projects and projects designed specifically for NLP applications. It can act as a kind of lingua franca for the linguistic data community, provided that data providers are willing to map their data to GOLD or to some similar resource. In [13] , the authors present a framework for producing multi-layer annotated corpora: a pivot format serving as "interlingua" between annotation tools, an ontology-based approach for mapping between tag sets, and an information system that integrates the various annotations and allows for querying the data either by posing simple queries or by using the ontology.
The research on morphology and syntax of regional varieties of languages requires much more fine-grained data than NLP applications and the relevant material requires manual elicitation. In the context of the Edisyn European network, there are research projects, such as the Dynamic Syntactic Atlas of the Dutch Dialects (DynaSAND), the "Syntax-oriented Corpus of Portuguese Dialects" (CORDIAL-SIN), the Nordic Dialect Corpus (ScanDiaSyn), which have the aim of forming a solid basis for dialectological and other sociolinguistic studies. DynaSAND is an on-line tool for linguistic research [7, Ch. 4, . It consists of a database, a search engine, a cartographic component, and a bibliography on dialect syntax. The CORDIAL-SIN 9 project aims at making available a significant amount of spontaneous and semidirected speech drawn from the collected data. This project also aims at providing fast and systematic access to precise morphological and syntactic information. ScanDiaSyn 10 is a corpus of Norwegian, Swedish, Danish, Faroese, Icelandic and Övdalian spoken languages. It consists of spontaneous speech data from dialects of the North Germanic languages.
Geolinguistic Projects
In November 2012, the "Symposium of 20 years of Geolinguistics"
11 was organised to celebrate the anniversary of one of the most important digital geolinguistic projects: VIVALDI (Vivaio Acustico dell Lingue e Dialetti d'Italia). 12 The symposium gathered together the most important European digital geolinguistic projects. Since these projects have been running for years, in this section we present their objectives along with the URL of their online Web page. We do not present ASIt here, even though it was present at the symposium.
The ALD: Linguistic Atlas of Dolomitic Ladinian and Neighbouring Dialects project 13 belongs to the classic tradition of linguistic geography in Romance Studies. It considers the speech community of Northeastern Italy and southeastern Switzerland. It collects and documents the dialectal competencies of essentially multilingual informants who live in one of the 217 surveying points of this community. The data, which has been collected, makes it possible to examine the dialectal area.
Int. J. of Metadata, Semantics and Ontologies -Special Issue on: "Metadata for e-Science and e-Research" AMPER: Multimedia Atlas of the Prosody of the Romanic Space
14 is a project with the aim of describing and characterize the prosody of the variety of romanic languages around the world, in particular the Iberian Pensinsula and South America. The main focus is a phonetic study of the language, with phonological, dialectological and sociolinguistic implications. The project allows the study of the results visualized on maps that can be searched and examined online.
The project Atlas of everyday German language 15 aims at studying colloquial German and the current diversity of the German language. The data, gathered by means of online questionnaires and surveys, are displayed on maps and allow the comparison between old German words and the corresponding new German expressions.
The objective of the ALAVAL: The Atlas Linguistique Audiovisuel du Francoprovençal Valaisan project 16 is to record the particular Francoprovençal dialects spoken in a small area of Western Switzerland. The peculiarity of this project is that it stores data that combines language and gesture, verbal and non-verbal communication. In particular, the multimedia data consist of recordings of the speakers which captures phenomena of spontaneous orality (hesitation, reformulation, etc.) that are not present in other projects.
The Soundcomparison 17 project aims at recording the variety of the sounds of the English language and two varieties of the two main indigenous language families spoken in the Andes, on various levels: in time, with transcriptions of historical ancestor forms of English; and by sociolinguistic context. The project allows the search on interactive maps of 'instant playback' recordings of variation in phonetics across the regional dialectal/accent diversity within any given language family.
The Dialectal Corpus of Extremadura 18 is constituted by a collection of oral and written documents. The fundamental objective of this project is to build a vast corpus of speech samples to analyze the current situation of linguistic modalities of the region of Spain named Extremadura. The online database, allows researchers to search more than 400 linguistic and ethnographic maps.
In this context an important project, which was not present at the symposium, is LL-MAP 19 . This project is designed to integrate language information with data from the physical and social sciences by means of a GIS [29] . The most important part of the project is a language subsystem, which relates geographical information on the area in which a language is or has been spoken to data on resources relevant to the language. The system also includes information on topography, political boundaries, demographics, climate, vegetation and wildlife, thus providing a basis upon which to build hypotheses about language movement across territory.
The LL-MAP system encourages collaboration between linguists, historians, archaeologists, ethnographers and geneticists, as they explore the relationship between language and cultural adaptation and change. As a GIS, LL-MAP has the potential to be a captivating instructional tool, presenting complex data in a way accessible to all educational levels.
Linked Open Data
The LOD paradigm refers to a set of best practices for publishing data on the Web 20 and it is based on a standardized data model, the RDF. RDF is designed to represent information in a minimally constraining way and it is based on the following building blocks: graph data model, URI-based vocabulary, data types, literals, and several serialization syntaxes. The basic structural construct of RDF is a triple (subject, property, and object) which can be represented in a graph; the nodes of this graph are subjects and objects and the arcs are properties. Nodes and arcs are identified by URIs. RDF adopts a propertycentric approach allowing anyone to extend the description of existing resources; properties represent relationships between resources, but they may also be thought of as attributes of resources, like traditional attribute-value pairs.
In order to provide a mechanism to describe resources and properties, the Resource Description Framework Schema (RDF/S) has been introduced. RDF/S provides "basic elements for the description of ontologies intended to structure RDF resources" [23] . Basically, RDF/S defines classes, sub-classes, properties, and sub-properties in a hierarchical way. RDF distinguishes between classes and members of a class and we can specify the domain and range of each property. RDF/S defines the intensional level of the model, whereas the instances of the schema (the RDF triples) represent the extensional level. The RDF/S basic semantics do not always suffice to represent the reality of interest, for this reason OWL 21 has been introduced. In this paper, we describe the ontology for representing geolinguistic resources and its realization using OWL.
An Extensible Ontology for Geolinguistic Resources
The common ground defined by current European linguistic projects allows us to infer the fundamental classes and properties necessary to define an ontology for modeling and representing geolinguistic resources. Geolinguistic concepts can be organized into three major areas: geographic, derivation, and tagging. The geographical area comprehends classes and properties related to physical places. The derivation area is about people speaking a certain language, their relationships, and the geographical area where they live. Furthermore, the derivation area allows for the study of the correlation between social factors, education and knowledge of the dialect, and the distinctiveness of a regional dialect. Lastly, the tagging area regards languagespecific classes and properties, such as documents, sentences, words, and their relationships. These three areas allow for a comprehensive description of geolinguistic resources; these main areas along with the defined classes and properties are shown in Figure 1 which is an updated and revised version of the diagram illustrated Emmanouel Garoufallou, and Christos Papatheodorou Eds. in [14, 15] . The main classes of the geographical area are Region, Province, and Town where a region is composed by one or more provinces, and a province is composed by one or more towns. Since the geographical area defines the places where a dialect is spoken, it is connected to the derivation area by the properties relating the Town and the Actor classes. The Actor class along with the connected Dialect class allows us to model the people -hereafter named speakers -speaking a given dialect. Furthermore, the connection with the Town class describes where the people live. The hasAncestor property of the Actor class models the relationships of the people with their own ancestors; this property allows for a deeper analysis of interactions between speakers and the territory where a dialect is spoken. The Actor class is central because it is related also to the main class of the tagging area, the Document class. To this purpose, the ActorSpeaksDocument class relates a document to the dialect and to the speaker.
A document represents the composite unit of study of a dialect; it is composed by one or more sentences which are subsequently divided in words for further analysis. A document may be redacted in one language (e.g. Italian or English) and then translated into several dialects which allow for linguistic comparisons. The syntactical analyses of these parallel translations are possible thanks to the Tag class specialised into two main sub-classes: Sentence Tag and PoS Tag. Sentence Tag allows us to capture a sentence-level phenomena, whereas PoS Tag allows us to capture a phenomena occurring on a Word in a Collocation, i.e. a specific position, within a given Sentence. The WordSentenceCollocation class relates a tag to a word within a sentence along with the properties relating it to the Word, Sentence and Collocation classes. The SentenceDocumentCollocation class relates a sentence to a document specifying the collocation of the sentence within the document by means of the class SentenceCollocation.
As far as the vocabulary adopted in this specification is concerned, we use the namespaces and prefixes reported in Table 1 ; asit is the only vocabulary which is not inherited from other domains. In Table 2 , we report the OWL data type properties of the described classes. We adopt OWL to specify the maximum number of occurrences of a class within a property. 22 The OWL specification of the geolinguistic ontology is publicly available at the following URL:
http://purl.org/asit/rdf/asit-schema.rdf This ontology is the starting point for modeling and describing geolinguistic resources because:
• it provides general-purpose concepts and relationships;
• it is extendable by adding more fine-grained classes;
• it permits an easy mapping from existing linguistic projects and publicly available databases. 
Use Case based on Italian Dialects: ASIt
The ASIt Enterprise
The ASIt enterprise builds on a long standing tradition of collecting and analyzing linguistic corpora, which has originated different projects over the years [3, 1, 2] . Dialectal data stored in ASIt were gathered during a twenty-year-long survey investigating the distribution of several grammatical phenomena across the dialects of Italy [8] . These data were collected by means of written questionnaires formed by sets of Italian sentences: speakers were asked to translate them into their dialects; therefore, each questionnaire is associated with many parallel dialectal translations. At present, there are eight different questionnaires written in Italian and almost 500 translations in more than 240 different dialects, for a total of more than 54,000 sentences, and more than 40,000 tags. There are two aspects that characterize ASIt and make it different from other linguistic projects: the nature of Italian dialects, and the kind of linguistic theory ASIt aims to interact with. The Italian dialectal area presents particular aspects of syntax, morphology, and phonology. The kind of information ASIt wants to gather involves not only the presence of a certain linguistic feature, but also the absence of it; for example, the absence of the subject in a sentence. The absence of a term in conjunction with other specific linguistic features, differentiate the structure of one dialect from another.
There are many reasons why ASIt did not use stateof-the-art PoS automated programs. Firstly, the 'trivial' identification of basic POS tags (Nouns, Verbs, etc.) is not enough to capture minimally cross-linguistics differences between closely related languages. Secondly, the linguistic variants cannot be reduced to lexical distinctions only, i.e. syntactic differences are in general unpredictable on the basis of the properties of single lexical items. Thirdly, there are not enough training documents to tune the performance of a POS tagger for a specific dialect. Therefore, ASIt has adopted a fully manual tagging of the sentences and proposed the creation of a specific set of linguistic tags, starting from a universal core shared by all languages (on the basis of the work done by DynaSAND [7, Ch. 4 , pp.54-90]), and subsequently developing a languagespecific periphery which is compatible with other projects.
Fine Grained Resource of Linguistic Data
The design and construction of the linguistic database has followed a three phase approach [14] : (i) the world of interest was represented at a high level by means of a conceptual representation based on the analysis of requirements; (ii) it was progressively refined to obtain the logical model of the data of interest; (iii) the digital library system and a Web application to access the data were implemented.
A simplified view of the conceptual schema is reported in Figure 2 . In this schema, we can highlight the three main conceptual areas of the geolinguistic ontology defined in Section 3:
• The geographical area, which is the place where a given dialect is spoken and where a speaker is born;
• the derivation area, which focuses on the background of the speaker: the level of knowledge of the dialect, the particular variety of the dialect, the birthplace, the ancestors, the document translated by the speaker;
• the tagging area, which is how the document is structured and how it has been tagged at sentence and word level.
In Table 3 , we list the attributes of each entity for each area:
Geographic Area: the entity region has a GeographicPartition attribute which indicates a cardinal direction (North, South, North-East, etc.). It represents the geographical position of the region within a country. For example, it is used by linguists to gather information about 'Southern' dialects. The entity town contains geographical information about the elevation above the sea, the surface of the town, the population and the geographical position. These attributes are used to make hypotheses about the influence of the morphology of a region, natural barriers such as mountains or rivers, on the evolution of dialects.
Derivation Area: the attributes of the entity actor are used to study the correlation between social factors, education and knowledge of the dialect. The place of birth and where the speaker currently lives are indicators, together with the level of knowledge of the dialect, of the distinctiveness of a dialect of a region.
Tagging Area: the entity document is a 'container' of sentences. In ASIt, it is a questionnaire prepared by linguists. The date of compilation of the questionnaire is used for diachronic studies of the dialects. The entity tag has an attribute type which distinguishes between sentence or part-of-speech.
The mapping between ASIt Conceptual Model and the Ontology
We mapped the ASIt conceptual model into the geolinguistic ontology. To this purpose, we took into account several approaches [6, 26] that have been proposed to map Entity-Relationship (ER) conceptual schemas into OWL-based models by employing a predefined set of rules. Let E a set of entities and R a set of relationships, we consider the following mapping rules:
• Each entity e i ∈ E is mapped into a class (rdfs:Class) c i ;
• each binary relationship r i,j ∈ R (relating the e i ∈ E to e j ∈ E) is mapped into a property (rdf:Property) p i,j with c i as subject and c j as object;
• for each ternary relationships r i,j,k (relating the entities e i , e j , e k ∈ E) four rdfs:Class c i , c j , c k , and c ijk are created. Then c ijk is connected to c i , c j and c k by three rdf:Property -i.e. p i,ijk , p j,ijk , and p k,ijk ;
• the attributes of an entity are considered data type properties and converted into RDF literals; 23 the data type of a given attribute is maintained by defining a proper XML Schema Datatype (XSD) 24 for the RDF literal.
All the entities in the conceptual schema are mapped into the classes of the ontology, i.e. Actor, for the derivation area, Region, Province, Town for the geographical area, Document, Tag, Sentence, Word for the tagging area and Dialect for the inter-area between the derivation and the geographical area. We map the HasTagW ternary relationship relating a Tag to a Word within a Sentence in the ER schema (see Figure 2 ), into the WordSentenceCollocation class along with the properties relating it to the Word, Sentence and Collocation classes. The same methodology has been followed to map the ternary relationship IsSpeaker into the ActorSpeaksDocument class. The hasSentence binary relationship of the ER schema along with its attribute position, have been mapped into the class SentenceDocumentCollocation. All the attributes of the entities have been straightforwardly mapped into the classes data types of the ontology by following the presented mapping rules.
The Architecture of the ASIt System
We present the architecture of the ASIt system composed by the linguistic layer and the RDF layer, as shown in Figure 3 .
ASIt Linguistic Layer
The linguistic layer [2] has been designed to be modular, thus reducing the dependency on a particular implementation of its constituting modules. It can be framed in four different levels: database, datastore, application service, and Web service. The database level is constituted by a relational database, the schema of which is based on the ASIt conceptual model described in Section 4.2; the currently adopted DataBase Management System (DBMS) is PostgreSQL. 25 The datastore is responsible for the persistence of the linguistic resources and provides an interface to store and access linguistic data. The application service is responsible for the interaction with the linguistic resources; it provides an Application Program Interface (API) to perform operations on the resources -e.g. list sentences in a document, or list words in a sentence, and add tags to sentences and words. When linguistic resources are created or modified, the application service exploits the datastore API for the persistence of data. The Web service provides functionalities to create, modify and delete resources, and gather their descriptions through appropriate HTTP requests based on a RESTful Web service [18] . This level is also responsible for access control which is necessary to preserve the quality of the data maintained in the ASIt database. Indeed, only allowed users can create or modify resources, whereas there is no restriction to access resource descriptions.
ASIt RDF Layer
The RDF layer is responsible for persistence and access to RDF triples of linguistic data instantiated on the basis of the ontology. The RDF layer has been developed by exploiting the functionalities of the open source library Apache Jena. 26 Jena was adopted because of the variety of solutions for persistence of the RDF/S instantiation, the support of a number of RDF output formats, and the functionalities for reasoning with RDF and OWL data sources. A mapping service has been developed to instantiate the ontology starting from the data stored in the ASIt relational database. A request for creation, deletion or modification of a resource is processed by the linguistic layer that, through the proper module of the application service, allows the interaction with the resource and stores its new state. In parallel, by means of the syncronization service, the RDF layer processes the request and updates the RDF triples instantiating the ASIt ontology. This service allows for the interaction with the RDF datastore which is responsible for the persistence of the RDF triples in the RDF store. Therefore, the operations required by resource creation, deletion or modification are performed in parallel for each request to guarantee the synchronzation between the relational database and the RDF store. When a request for accessing a resource is submitted to the system, the RDF serialization service retrieves information on the requested resource from the RDF store and it returns the result in the requested output format [15] . 
The ASIt Geolinguistic Linked Open Dataset
The mapping between ASIt and the geolinguistic ontology allows us to expose the linguistic data of ASIt as a Linked Open Dataset whose details are reported in Table 4 .
By exploiting the synchronisation services of the ASIt system, the ASIt Geolinguistic Linked Open Dataset size grows proportionally to the size of the database. Table 5 reports the statistics about the evolution of the data in ASIt in the last two and a half years. This dataset has been exposed following the guidelines in [20] . As an example, we report how to access and browse a resource named "Veneto" which is an instance of the class "Region" by means of three URIs: The first of the three URIs identifies the non-information resource 27 "Veneto". The second URI identifies the information counterpart of the same resource. If this URI is accessed by a Web browser, the request is redirected to the third URI which refers to the HTML representation of "Veneto".
Currently, the ASIt dataset is linked to DBpedia: the instances of the classes Region, Province, and Town are linked to the corresponding instances of the dbpedia.org class Place through the property owl:sameAs. Figure 4 shows an example of the RDF Browser embedded in the ASIt system which is structured in two tables. The lower table reports the list of all the predicate-object pairs that has the resource "Veneto" as subject. The upper table reports the list of the namespaces for the predicates and the subjects listed in the lower table. Figure 4 also reports the explicit link to the dbpedia resource http: //dbpedia.org/page/Veneto. Hyperlinks to other resources (e.g. asit-province:Verona or dbpedia:Veneto) or ontology terms (gn:officialName) are in bold. When the user clicks on a link of a resource, the RDF Browser tables are updated with predicates, objects and namespaces. In the event of an "external" resource or/and ontology term, the user is redirected to the external service hosting its RDF description.
A SPARQL endpoint is provided at the URL:
http://purl.org/asit/rdf/sparql and a GUI to submit queries to the ASIt Linguistic Linked Open Dataset is available at the URL:
http://purl.org/asit/rdf/sparqlGui
A Geolinguistic Application
The system described in Section 5 allows data to be presented in different formats (currently RDF and JSON); besides access to the resources, functionalities to perform tag-based queries have been developed. Indeed, the objective of the ASIt project is to provide linguists with a system for investigating variations among closely related languages. We developed a graphical user interface on the top of the ASIt system that dynamically produces maps on the basis of the user request. The interface is available at the URL:
http://purl.org/asit/rdf/search A screenshot is reported in Figure 6 where the circles highlight the steps performed by a user when performing a tag-based search. When the user accesses the search page, a Tags of a given type are hierarchically organised in a tag tree. For instance, the root node of sentence tag three is the "Sentence Tags" node; this node has twelve children that correspond to the twelve subsets in which the complete sentence tag set was divided by the linguists (the list is reported in the left column of the table labeled by 3). In order to display sentence tags at a finer level, the user can click on a specific high-level tag (in the example, "Clitici") and a new table reporting the list of child tags is shown. Once the user clicks on a tag, the tag is added to the selected tag list (see step 4); the user can remove a tag from the list by clicking on it. Moreover, the user can select the boolean constraint for the tag-based search: for instance, in Figure 5 , the user was interested in all the sentences tagged with both "QP aggiunto" and "clit climb" sentence tags.
Two different types of search are currently supported. The first search type returns the list of Italian sentences tagged by the requested sentence tags and that satisfy the the publicly available linked open dataset. By exploiting the newly defined synchronisation services, the ASIt Geolinguistic Linked Open Dataset grows proportionally to the size of the database. Currently, the ASIt dataset is linked to DBpedia showing how it is possible to extend it by establishing relationships with existing datasets.
One of the key points of this approach is the decoupling between the system which manages the data and the one which provides services over those data. In fact, we imagine the use of the Geolinguistic Linked Open Dataset by third-party linguistic projects in order to enrich the data and build-up new services over them. As a concrete example, we presented a geolinguistic application build upon this dataset which provides linguists with a system for investigating variations among closely related languages. Finally, we also developed a graphical user interface on top of this application that dynamically produces maps on the basis of the user requests.
